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1 Mikgsc{ile Schubert varieties

Let G be a simply--connected simple complex algebraic group, B a
Borel subgroup and T a rnaximal torus sueh that T c B c a. We
denote by VV the associated Weyl group. We also fix a parabolic

subgroup P D B. Let us denote by Wp the Weyl group of P and
by WP the set ef minimeal length representatives in W of the eoset

W/Wp. Fer any w ff WP, We denote witk X(w) = B{{7PfP the
Schubert variety in GfP associated to w.

  We assume that J' = P. a maxirrial parabolic subgroup with
associated fundarnental weight tv, and av is minuscule.

   ur is minuscule o ÅqaV, tuÅr -Åq 1 for a!1 positive reot cr.

Tke miRuscule komogeaeous speces g!jF?. are the grassrr}annians,
the quadries, the Qythegonal Grassmannians, and two exceptional
varieties: the Cayley plane OP2 = E61Pi and the Flreudenthal vari-

ety E71P7. The Schubert varieties in alP. are then called minus-
cule Schubert varieties.

  For the minuscule Schubert varieties X(w), the Picard group is
generated by a very ample invertible sheaf C. and the basis ef
fffiÅqX(w), S.) is patrametrized by a diswibutive lattice H. c WP.

Now we take V = X(ttt) a particular Schebert variety in Cayley
plane OP2 whose associated poset D(H.) is the following.

OP

[2}'il:O]Y

Theorem 1.1. There esists a smooth linearsection Cal
threefold X in V Tts topological invaniants are

deg(X) = 33 c2 (XÅr - ff == 78, x(X) = -lg2.

Remark 1.2. This X is the essentially unique nontrivial exarnple of

$rnooth complete intersection Calabi-Yau threefolds in Goremastein
xxiinuscule Schubert varieties. Another exarnple is just a cornplete

intersection in orthogonal Grassmannian OG(5, 10).

2 Teric degeneratiofts

Let H = (H, g) be a finite distributive }attiÅëe and D == D(N) the

finite poset of nonzero join-irreducible elerments of H. An elernent

of ,N can be regarded as alower subset in D.

  ff : a Rnige dissibtttive latsice -ILI/-.i-.,.l p : a gnite poset.

 Let us denote by S the set of stars, the additional maximal and
minimal elements for D, by E the set of oriented edges in the Hasse

diagram of DUS, and by L(B) an R-vector space generated by the
basis B. We define a limear map A : L(H) -År L(E)' as

        A(r)(e) .- { 6; .i},(gtw) X.,g,and t(e) gt T,

where T E ff is regarded as a lower subset in D U S and the head
h(e) and the tai1 t(e) es D U S are defined as follows:

t(e) k h(e) 5(e) == hÅqe) - t(e).

 The polytope AH : := Conv(A(H)) c L(E)' is actually defined in
MR :ww L(D)' c L(E)'. The following lemma gives a combinatorial
description of degenerations of Gonciulea-Lakshmibai.

Lemma 2.1. Let H == (N, K) be a dtstributive lathce, and assume
that the k-aggebrg R =: k lp. I or E ff] A has the standard monomiat

basts {PaiPa2 '''pa.(ai S a2 S '•- S a.)} and the idsci i ts gener-

ated by degree twe staraightening reiations:

            pTpdi - prA{bprvip + 2 ccrppcwpB

                         fv`,'.Aip,

wehre r, Åë are nen-comparable in H. Then ProjR degenerates to a
nerma; terie vgriety geAut

  Furthermere, if the paset D U S has the constant mEvcimal }ength
ci of oriented paths, we can see the duality of reflexive polytopes:

          (ci • AH - (1,1,•J • , 1))' fy Conv(6(E))

where ti is the compositiori of boundary map a Emd projection pri,

     5:L(E) 4 L(p)eL(s)ft -21'i-,' b(p)=:N..

Theorem 2.2. A Corenstein minuscule Schubert variety X(w)
degenerates to the Gorenstein toric Fano variety PA..-

Remark 2.3. It i$ also tTue for the Lagrangian Grassmai}nians with
other distribative }attices.

3 Mirror symmetry for X
The rnirror construction is basod on the ideur of conifold transitions.

We puresent the power sexies expansion of the peried map in termas
of the ciual graph ef tke Kasse diagr3m fer P. U S.

Prepositien 3.l. The cons'ecturaiminorfamtty XV ofX ts defined
overPi. The period integrats ofthtsfamity satisfies the Picard-jFhschs

equation 1]).w(x) = O with ex = xlil. and

   D. :121e2 - 77x(130eg + 266e2 + 210e2 -- 77e. + 11)

        - x2(32126e2 -+- 89998eg + le3725eZ -y 55253e. + 11198)

        - x3(2g?23gg -i- 74284g# ÅÄ 63474gg " 2e625g. ÅÄ l?16)

        - 7x4(1135S2 -i- 2336eg + 1881el -f- 713e. + llO)

        - 49x5(e. + 1)4.

Cor)jecture 3.2. There is a Calabi-Yau threefold Y with Picard
number one whose derived category is equivalent to that of X. Xts
topoSeptcai invariants are

     deg(Y) = 21, c2 (Y) - g = 66, x(Y) = -lg2.

Remark 3.3. We observe the switching of BPS numbers.

d g=meOforX gme1forX g=OforY g=1forY
1 252 o 387 o

2 i8,54 o 4S71 e

3 27156 g l24323 l

4 567g63 g 4782996 lg54
5 4671 226411803 606294

-  l58 -
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